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Do You Want To Learn How to Hack? Have you always wanted to hack? Do you want to learn more

about hacking? Are you interested in the basics of hacking and successful at it? This easy guide will

help transform and increase your hacking skill set. You'll be excited to see your skills improve

drastically and effectively whenever your hacking. Hurry! Scroll to the top and "BUY" your copy

today!
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Hacking is considered by many biggest national threat, specially international security agencies. In

simple terms, hacking is nothing than breaking into someone's computer or system, avoiding

security measures and stealing information from it. Hacking can also be used to sabotage the whole

system and make it useless.This book is not meant to teach readers how to hack but how to protect

home computers, laptops, or office systems. Book starts with description what hacking is, various

kinds of hackers including white, black and grey hat hackers, blue hat hackers, elite..One can find

all about hacking websites, how to crack on line passwords, how to spy on anyone, skills needed to

become master hacker, how to become elite hacker.. There is a list of the worst computer viruses..

The book is very detailed and everyone can learn somethnig.

If you're a beginner in this type of topic, then surely this this the book for you! It's well and clearly

written, and you'll learn many aspects of hacking -not only that but also how to protect your system



from the World Wide Web. I love how the book is easy to understand. There's so much to learn from

this book, from basic security, viruses and so on! You'll also learn many skills that will be helpful in

protecting your system. Great book! Ã¢Â˜ÂºÃ¯Â¸Â•

Just received this book and did a quick and rapid scan.The book provides information somewhere

between complete noob to novice when it comes to hackers, and computers and the internet of

things.If you grew up around and in computers then you probably know more than this book will tell

you.-or-If your not so computer-wise it wouldn't be a bad idea to get this book and get some basic

ideas on terminology and keeping your computer somewhat safe. (If your like my mom who never

updates, changes passwords, or does scans.)This book received 3 stars because I expected more

precise and in-depth technical explanations. The headline was slightly misleading as well, this book

does not tell or even touch the subject of hacking for personal use. I also found some things that

were outdated, even for 2015.Overall, this book is a very basic explanation on what hacking is and

all the crazy terminology that surrounds it.

This book is a brief one and tells you everything you need to know of hacking - basically tips to save

yourself from getting hacked.Although, I found all these really really basic (as like the book title

says), but was expecting to be more advanced in some chapters.This guide will also teach you

some simple hacking techniques. Hacking is not only to invade someone's privacy, it also means to

save your privacy from hackers!This will be a good book for computer beginner's as this has a

chapter with general tips of computer safety..Nevertheless, it was good read :)

As a person living in this day and age, I feel that it is important to learn what people can and will do

to get information and crack into security measures you may attempt to put into space. It has often

been said that the key to a great offense is a great defense. With the help of this book you will have

the best defenses possible. It starts from the most simple basics and takes you to the quite difficult

and intricate hacks. I would recommend this book to anyone. I received a copy of this book in

exchange for my honest opinion. I will be keeping this in mind come gift giving season!

I was hoping for a peek into the dark side of the web, being able to learn about javascript injections,

manipulating web pages, and finding you way to control someone's computer halfway across the

world. Unfortunately I did not find any of that here.The first few chapters looked promising,

introducing the reader into terminology and types of hacking and the people that do it. Then it turned



into "go to this site and download this program to hack someone this way" page after page until 3

chapters of that made me realize I wasn't going to learn anything interesting and closed the book for

good.If you're looking to learn about how hackers do what they do, and I mean real hackers not

script kiddies, then this book isn't for you. If you want to download some probably illegal programs

and get yourself arrested then, by all means, this is the book for you.

Pretty good starter info. Gives a clear view of the basic definitions and techniques used. It's a short

book but worth reading. It also is full, FULL of typos, which disturbs the reading of any book

I was always interested in this kind of issues, not the malicious part, but rather the knowledge

further and beat the system. In addition to these kinds of issues are very delicate is quite difficult to

get a reliable source about this. It explains the basics of the hackerÃ¢Â€Â™s strategies and the

ways they have to go through the security, from anti-spyware to password protectors, you may need

this information or not for your own purposes but it is really important to have this knowledge. I am

very happy to have gotten free in a mall! At the beginning I did not expect much from him, but then

became quite take an interest. I recommend love this book had been sought something for a long
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